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Abstract – This paper investigates the effect of coexisting transverse modes on the 
operation of self-mixing sensors based on Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers 
(VCSELs).  The effect of multiple transverse modes on the measurement of 
displacement and distance were examined by simulation and in laboratory experiment.  
The simulation model shows that the periodic change in the shape and magnitude of the 
self-mixing signal with modulation current can be properly explained by the different 
frequency-modulation coefficients of the respective transverse modes in VCSELs.  The 
simulation results are in excellent agreement with measurements performed on single-
mode and multimode VCSELs and on self-mixing sensors based on these VCSELs.    
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1. Introduction 
The behaviour of a semiconductor laser diode with external optical feedback is a complex but 
well researched phenomenon.1,2  It is often seen as a hindrance in many applications since it 
can increase the intensity noise of the laser,3 but it is also the enabling process behind several 
practical applications.4,5        
The optical feedback occurs when the laser beam is partially reflected from an object 
and injected back into the laser cavity.  The reflected light interferes or ‘mixes’ with the light 
inside the laser cavity and produces variations to the threshold gain, emitted power and the 
lasing spectrum of the laser.  This process is commonly referred to as the ‘self-mixing’ effect 
and the resulting output power variations can be monitored as photocurrent fluctuations of the 
photodiode integrated within the laser package.  This phenomenon allows the laser to be used 
as both a source and detector and significantly reduces the cost and complexity of the 
interferometric sensing system.  The self-mixing phenomenon has been used for many 
purposes that include linewidth reduction,6 measurements of target displacement,7 distance,8 
velocity,9 angle,10 and blood flow rate measurements.11,12  It has also found application in 3-
dimensional object imaging,13,14 near-field scanning optical microscopy,15 and recently for 
the measurements of the laser linewidth,16 and linewidth enhancement factor.17  Reports on 
the effects of multimode laser operation on the performance of self mixing sensors are scarce 
and only address the operation of in-plane lasers.18-21    
There are surprisingly few reports on VCSEL based self mixing sensors, all of them 
addressing the single mode operation of VCSELs.22-26  Despite the high reflectivities of the 
DBR mirrors, VCSELs have a similar sensitivity to optical feedback compared to that of in-
plane lasers.2   
The advantages of VCSELs over in-plane lasers are well known: circular output 
beam, extremely low threshold currents and high wall-plug efficiency.  Further to that, 
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VCSEL arrays can be monolithically integrated or flip-chip bonded to cavity-enhanced 
photodetector arrays to measure the interferometric signal.  The circular VCSEL beam, with 
typically very low astigmatism, can be effectively collimated with a simple integrated 
microlens.27  Due to their surface normal orientation, VCSELs can be on-wafer tested and 
readily produced in the form of a two-dimensional array of devices, making the use of 
VCSELs as self-mixing sensors very attractive.    
An issue that strongly affects the sensing applications of VCSELs is their transverse 
mode behaviour.  VCSELs usually emit in several coexisting transverse modes due to thermal 
lensing, spatial hole burning in proton-implanted devices and the high index offset between 
the oxide and the semiconductor structures in more modern oxide aperture devices.28,29    
In this paper, we investigate, what is to the best of our knowledge for the first time, 
the effect of coexisting transverse modes on the accuracy and sensitivity of self-mixing 
sensors based on VCSELs.   We show that in the displacement measurement regime the 
presence of high-order transverse modes leads to periodic changes in the sensitivity and 
accuracy of the self-mixing system with external cavity length.   Operation of ranging sensors 
is more convoluted by the fact that the strength of the self-mixing signal is also strongly 
affected by the small differences in the frequency modulation coefficients of individual 
transverse modes as well as the length of the external cavity.  We characterised two 
commercially available oxide-aperture VCSELs, determined the nonlinearity of the modal 
wavelength shift with drive currents for a number of transverse modes and demonstrated in 
experiment and simulation the effect this has on the performance of self-mixing sensors.   
The article is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the theory of the self-mixing 
effect for a laser operating in single mode.  The effect of multiple transverse modes in 
VCSELs on the self-mixing signal is discussed in Section 3.  Section 4 reports the simulation 
results for a VCSEL-based self-mixing sensor with multiple transverse modes.  This 
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behaviour is compared against the experiment in Section 5 with the results presented in 
Section 6.  Finally, a short discussion on the suitability of multimode VCSELs as self-mixing 
sensors is presented in Section 7 and conclusions are drawn in Section 8. 
2. Self-Mixing Theory 
The self-mixing effect occurs when the light emitted from a laser reflects from the target and 
is injected back into the laser.  This phenomenon can be modeled using the classic three 
mirror compound cavity shown in Fig. 1(a).30,31  In this case, the laser is modeled as a 
resonator with two mirrors, M1 and M2, with corresponding reflection coefficients of r1 and 
r2s, and a cavity with a refractive index of ne and length L.  The target is modeled as a third 
external mirror at a distance Lext from M2 with a reflection coefficient of r2ext.  The second 
mirror and target can be combined into a single equivalent mirror [see Fig. 1(b)] that has a 
complex reflection coefficient reff, given by,31 
 
( ) ( ) ( )extextsseff jrrrr piντν 2exp1 2222 −−+=  , (1) 
where,   represents the emission frequency of the laser with feedback, cLextext 2=τ  is the 
round-trip propagation time in the external cavity, assuming a single pass through the 
external cavity, and where the refractive index of the external medium is unity and c is the 
speed of light in a vacuum.  The phase shift introduced by the round-trip travel to and from 
the target effectively causes a phase change in the reflectivity of the mirror as indicated by 
Eq. (1).  This in consequence leads to changes in the properties of the light emitted from the 
laser including the output frequency, the linewidth, the threshold gain and consequently the 
output power. 
For the lasing condition to be satisfied the round-trip phase shift has to be m2, where 
m is an integer.  To satisfy the phase requirement the emission frequency of the laser with 
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optical feedback changes so that the round-trip phase shift in the laser is still an integer 
multiple of 2.  The change in the round-trip phase of the laser cavity with the addition of 
weak optical feedback, called the excess phase Lφ∆ , is given by,3 
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where,  th is the emission frequency of the laser without optical feedback, C is the feedback 
parameter, which is directly proportional to the amount of light that is coupled into the laser 
cavity,   is the laser linewidth enhancement factor and L is the round-trip propagation time in 
the laser cavity. 
To calculate the emission frequency of the laser with feedback the excess phase in the 
laser cavity in Eq. (2) is set to zero to satisfy the round-trip phase condition.  This equation is 
numerically evaluated to solve for the emission frequency and for weak optical feedback, 
where C < 1, only one solution exists.  Solving Eq. (2) at different target distances reveals 
that the emission frequency with optical feedback is a periodic function of target distance 
with a period of 

th/2, where 

th is the emission wavelength of the laser without feedback. 
In practice, the output of the laser is measured in terms of its optical power which can 
be easily monitored by an internal photodiode in the laser package.  The output power of the 
laser is a harmonic function of the emission frequency with feedback as indicated by Eq. (3) 
and can also be shown to have periodic changes with target displacement and with a period of 

th/2.14 
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where,   represents the laser wall-plug efficiency, Iop is the operating current of the laser, Ith 
is the threshold current of the laser without feedback, ext is the feedback coupling coefficient, 
q is the elementary charge of the electron, V is the volume of active region of the laser, Ts is 
the spontaneous recombination rate, a is the differential gain at threshold, and  is the mode 
confinement factor. 
3. Multiple Transverse Modes in VCSELs 
The theory presented in the previous section applies to a single mode laser; however, most of 
the currently available oxide aperture and proton implanted VCSELs tend to lase in several 
transverse modes.  Oxide aperture VCSELs are characterised by low production costs and 
high reliability and are currently the only index-guided VCSELs available commercially on 
market.  They exhibit extremely low threshold currents in comparison to older proton 
implanted devices and higher wall-plug efficiency.32,33  However, there are still several 
problems related to the operation of these devices, with the most prominent being the 
presence of higher order transverse modes.  The high refractive index difference between the 
oxide structure and the un-oxidised semiconductor allows for the existence of the high-order 
transverse modes.  Possible ways of suppressing the transverse modes include the use of the 
tapered cylindrical waveguide structure,34 small diameter oxide apertures,35 and the use of the 
antiguided structure.36,37  However, reduction in the size of the oxide aperture inevitably 
limits the optical power available from the VCSEL while the other approaches lead to 
increased fabrication costs, complexity and higher threshold currents. 
In both index guided and gain guided VCSELs the differences in effective modal gain 
and effective refractive index lead to the wavelength shift of transverse modes from the 
fundamental mode wavelength.  The transverse mode spacing of index guided and gain 
guided VCSELs is comparable and depends strongly on the radius of the cavity.38  The 
wavelength split between the fundamental mode and the transverse modes can be determined 
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from numerical models and assuming the quadratic radial variation of the resonant cavity 
refractive index one obtains the proportionality alm D
2λλ ∝∆ where ∆λlm is a wavelength 
split between the emission wavelengths of the transverse mode λlm and the fundamental 
mode, and Da is the diameter of the active region.39  The value for ∆λ is typically between 
1 nm and 0.1 nm for active region diameters between 4 µm and 20 µm respectively.40  The 
influence of thermally induced index guiding causes increased transverse mode spacing with 
driving current.39  In the next sections, we show that this effect has a pronounced influence on 
the operation of self mixing sensors based on VCSELs.  
For multimode self-mixing sensors, we assume that modes are independent of each 
other and interfere only with themselves and there is no mode competition between the lasing 
modes.  The total output power variation of the laser is determined by the incoherent 
superposition of the feedback-caused power variations for each mode.  If there is more than 
one mode lasing, then the total output power will be at a maximum when the power of each 
mode is simultaneously at a maximum. 
The fractional change in the lasing frequency due to feedback is of the order of 10-9.41  
This implies that to qualitatively discuss the power variation due to incoherent superposition 
of modal powers in a multimode VCSEL one may safely assume that transverse mode 
frequencies are unchanged by the feedback.  The modes interfere only with themselves 
leading to periodic maxima and minima of the total output power with a period determined 
by the transverse mode spacing.  Unlike the situation observed in in-plane lasers, the 
modulation pattern is no longer dependent in a simple and transparent way on the effective 
length of the laser cavity, nL, but rather on the diameter of the VCSEL active region Da.   
The variation in the total output power of a VCSEL with target distance can be 
determined by examining the power variations of each transverse mode.  For a single 
transverse mode the output power is at a maximum when ( )extpiντ2cos  in Eq. (3) is equal to 
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one or when 2 ext = m 2, where m is an integer.  This expression is equivalent to the 
round-trip phase shift (RTPS) condition for the transverse mode in the external cavity.  For a 
multimode VCSEL, the total output power will be at a maximum when the RTPSs of the 
transverse modes in the external cavity are simultaneously integer multiples of 2.  The 
RTPSs can also be expressed in terms of the transverse mode emission wavelengths of the 
laser, M, where M is the order of the transverse mode, so the total output power of a multiple 
transverse mode VCSEL is at a maximum when 
 piλpi 2
22 ⋅=⋅ mL
M
ext
 (4) 
for all transverse modes.  Equation (4) shows that the total output power of a multiple 
transverse mode VCSEL is at a maximum when the target distance is an integer multiple of 
half the lowest common multiple (LCM) of the transverse mode wavelengths without 
feedback, Mλ . 
 
4. Application to Displacement and Distance Measurements 
4.1 Displacement 
Equation (3) indicates that the output power of a single mode VCSEL has a sinusoidal-like 
relationship with the target distance since the round trip propagation time is proportional to 
the length of the external cavity.  The output power maxima occur for every half wavelength 
of target displacement. 
To observe the effect of multiple transverse modes we simulated the output power of 
different transverse modes in a VCSEL and the total output power versus target distance.  
The calculated output powers for two typical transverse modes of equal intensity at 
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wavelengths of 850 nm and 850.4 nm are presented in Fig. 2.  The LCM is calculated to be 
1.8071 mm.  The results also include the total output power of the VCSEL which is the 
incoherent superposition of the two transverse mode powers and has been scaled down for 
ease of illustration.  Figure 2 (a) shows results for target displacements of a few wavelengths 
around a target distance of 200 × LCM where the modes are almost in phase and produce the 
maximum amplitude for the self-mixing signal.  Figure 2 (b) shows the results for a similar 
displacement range but at a quarter LCM further away from the laser, at the distance of 
200.25 × LCM, where the modes are almost out of phase and produce minimum power 
modulation.  It can be noted that a small amount of power modulation still exists due to the 
asymmetrical shape of the output power fringes.  It should also be noted at this point that 
there are two peaks instead of one within half a wavelength of target displacement, which 
will lead to errors in the accuracy of the measurement itself.  Therefore, the sensitivity and 
accuracy of the self-mixing sensor is strongly dependent upon the target distance and is 
obviously periodic with the LCM as predicted in Section 3. 
 
4.2 Distance 
The performance of a VCSEL based self-mixing sensor measuring the distance to a target is 
also affected by multimode operation.  To determine the absolute distance to the target the 
laser has to be FM, typically by sweeping the drive current.  Equation (3) indicates that the 
output power will then be periodic with the emission frequency with optical feedback,  , 
which in turn depends on the frequency of the laser light without feedback,  th.  The change 
in frequency can be produced by modulating the current of the VCSEL with a triangle wave.  
If the functional dependence of the emission frequency and the optical power with the drive 
current are linear the resulting output power is a triangle wave with small ripples, which are 
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periodic at a rate that is proportional to the distance to the target.  These power fluctuations 
can be made more distinct by differentiating the power waveform to produce a series of sharp 
peaks.  The distance to the target can then be found from,14 
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where, fp is the fundamental frequency of the differentiated waveform, ipk is the peak to peak 
current of the modulating triangle wave, fm is the modulation frequency of the triangle wave 
and  is the frequency modulation coefficient, which indicates the amount by which the 
emission frequency of the laser changes with injection current.   
Simulations were performed for the output power of the same two transverse mode 
wavelengths used in the displacement simulations, namely 850 nm and 850.4 nm.  First we 
assume that the modes have an equal intensity and have the same frequency modulation 
coefficients Ω = 60 GHz/mA.  Figure 3 (a) shows the differentiated output power waveform 
for a target at a distance that is 200 × LCM of the two transverse mode wavelengths while 
Fig. 3 (b) shows the same waveform for a target at 200.25 × LCM.  The output power of the 
850.4 nm transverse mode has been offset from zero for the purpose of illustration.  This is an 
expected result, similar to the displacement mode situation; the patterns of the two 
superimposed self-mixing signals corresponding to two transverse modes lead to the periodic 
change in the sensor sensitivity with the period equal to half the LCM for the two modes.  
The amplitude of the signal in the total differentiated waveform, which gives an indication of 
the sensitivity of the system, is maximum when the target is at (p/2) × LCM of the two 
transverse mode wavelengths, where p is an integer.  Halfway between these points the two 
modes are out of phase and produce minimum total power modulation.  At this point the 
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number of peaks in the self-mixing signal doubles in comparison to the number obtained with 
single mode operation, which will lead to measurement errors.   
In practical VCSELs, this situation is complicated by the fact that the frequency-
current relationship is not linear and that the linearised frequency modulation coefficients of 
different transverse modes are not exactly the same.  A change in the injection current of the 
VCSEL causes a change in the temperature of the cavity and consequently the cavity 
expansion and the change in the refractive index leading to the shift in the emission 
wavelength.42  Since different transverse modes have slightly different round-trip phase shifts 
in the cavity then a change in injection current or temperature will lead to different shifts in 
the emission wavelengths of the transverse modes.  This matter is also complicated by the 
fact that the temperature in a VCSEL cavity is also function of the radial position in the 
cavity.43  The carrier density also varies spatially and is a function of injection current.44  
Since the output power of a transverse mode in a VCSEL is a function of the radial position 
in the cavity and different transverse modes have different output power spatial profiles then 
this also leads to different transverse modes shifting by different amounts in emission 
frequency with injection current.  A characterization of a multiple transverse mode VCSEL in 
Section 5 shows that the emission wavelengths of the transverse modes are non-linear 
functions of injection current but can be considered to be linear over small ranges of current.  
The characterization also reveals that the difference in the FM modulation coefficients for 
different transverse modes is in the order of 5 to 10 %. 
This operating characteristic can significantly affect the shape of the total output 
power differentiated waveform in the self-mixing distance sensor.  We performed a 
simulation for the same two transverse modes used in the previous simulation but now we 
have accounted for the different FM modulation coefficients of the transverse modes: the 850 
nm transverse mode has an FM coefficient Ω1 = 60 GHz/mA while the 850.4 nm transverse 
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mode has a FM coefficient Ω2 = 63 GHz/mA.  The FM coefficients were kept constant over 
the current sweep since the range of currents used in the experimental setup was small 
enough for the change in the emission wavelengths of the transverse modes with injection 
current to be considered linear.  Figure 4 (a) shows the differentiated output power waveform 
for a target at a distance of 200 × LCM while Fig. 4 (b) is the same waveform for a target at 
200.25 × LCM. 
The amplitude of the differentiated waveform is now periodic with time, which gives 
rise to an envelope waveform shape.  The maximum amplitude in the envelope occurs in the 
middle of the self-mixing waveform if the target is (p/2) × LCM.  This is due to the fact that 
the two transverse mode wavelengths used in the simulations correspond to the middle of the 
current ramp or frequency sweep.  Similarly, the antinode of the self-mixing signal envelope 
occurs in the middle of the waveform when the target distance is (q/4) × LCM, where q is an 
odd integer. 
The envelope in the total differentiated waveform is a result of the addition of power 
fluctuations from different modes, which are periodic with different frequencies.  The period 
of the envelope in the waveform can be calculated by considering the frequency of the power 
fluctuations of the two transverse modes, fp1 and fp2, to be cosine functions.  For the addition 
of two signals with different frequencies we make use of the identity, 
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The first cosine factor on the right hand side of Eq. (6) gives rise to a beat frequency that is 
equal to the absolute value of the difference in the peak frequencies.  This beat frequency is 
equal to the frequency of the envelope waveform in the total differentiated power.  The beat 
frequency can be calculated by determining the frequency of the signal in the differentiated 
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waveform for each transverse mode, which can be calculated using Eq. (5).  The difference 
between the peak frequencies and the frequency of the envelope is given by, 
 ( )2121 4 Ω−Ω=−
c
ifLff pkmextpp , (7) 
where 1 and 2 are the frequency modulation coefficients of the two transverse modes.  
This equation shows that the period of the envelope in the total differentiated waveform is 
proportional to the difference between the frequency modulation coefficients of the 
transverse modes, the frequency and amplitude of the current modulation and the target 
distance. 
 
5. Experimental Setup 
Experiments were conducted on two commercially available VCSELs: a single-mode VCSEL 
(Avalon AP-A53-0101-1600) and a multimode VCSEL (Lasermate VCT-F85A42).  A self-
mixing system was setup to measure the distance to a target.  The emission spectra of each 
device at an injection current of 4.5 mA are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) respectively.  The 
single mode VCSEL emits a fundamental Hermit-Gaussian HG00 mode while the multimode 
VCSEL has several transverse modes with two modes having significantly more power than 
the other.   
The lasing spectra of the multimode VCSEL were measured for injection currents 
between the threshold and 25 mA and the peak emission wavelengths for the three strongest 
transverse modes were extracted.  This is shown in Fig. 6 (a) and one can observe the 
nonlinear dependence of the emission wavelengths on the injection current and the almost 
constant mode separation indicating similar FM coefficients of the transverse modes.  The 
change in the transverse mode wavelengths with injection current were fitted to a second 
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order polynomial and differentiated to determine the change in wavelength with current (the 
FM coefficients Ωi) at different operating currents, as shown in Fig. 6 (b).  Clearly, each 
transverse mode has a different FM coefficient Ωi at the operating current of 4.5 mA with a 
3.7 % difference between the fundamental and second order mode. 
A block diagram of the ranging system is shown in Fig. 7.  A triangle waveform 
generator is the input to the laser driver circuit, which modulates the current of the laser at a 
frequency of 75 Hz.  The VCSEL under investigation is placed in a mount fixed to an optical 
rail and a lens is used to collimate the beam.  The target is made from a piece of sandblasted 
aluminium that is mounted on a micrometer-driven translation stage. 
The backscattered light from the target is mixed with the light in the laser cavity and 
the resultant fluctuations in the output power of the light are detected by the internal 
photodiode, followed by a transimpedance amplifier and an analogue differentiator circuit to 
produce the high-contrast self-mixing signal.  The output of the differentiator is sampled by a 
National Instruments 12-bit data acquisition card and sent to a PC for processing and display 
in LabView.  The distance to the target is calculated using Eq. (5). 
 
6. Results 
The results for the single mode VCSEL shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) illustrate the time-domain 
response of the system for target distances of 36.5 and 36.6 cm respectively.  The frequency-
domain waveforms calculated using the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are shown in the same 
figure.  The VCSEL is biased at 4.5 mA with a current sweep of 0.064 mA corresponding to 
a frequency sweep of 8.42 GHz.  Clearly, there is no significant change in the amplitude of 
the time domain waveform with target distance as expected for the single mode VCSEL.  
Consequently, the shape of the FFT waveform does not change with distance and the 
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prominent peak (marked by the arrow in Fig. 8), corresponding to the fundamental frequency 
of the self-mixing signal, exhibits a small shift with target distance. 
The results in Fig. 9 (a) and (b) show the effect of the multiple transverse modes with 
the multimode VCSEL biased at 4.5 mA with a current sweep of 0.287 mA corresponding to 
a frequency sweep of 8.53 GHz.  The same target distances as the single mode VCSEL are 
used and the results show that the amplitudes of the peaks in the time domain waveforms 
vary due to the different frequency modulation coefficients of the transverse modes and give 
rise to an envelope waveform shape.  These results also show that the positions of the 
maximum and minimum amplitudes for the peaks in the envelope waveform shape vary with 
the target distance.  These positions were found to be periodic every 1 mm which corresponds 
to a LCM of 2 mm. 
 
7. Discussion 
In Sec. 4 we showed that the presence of multiple transverse modes can lead to the accuracy 
and sensitivity of self-mixing sensors becoming periodic with target distance.  These results 
tend to suggest that the performance of self-mixing sensors based on multimode VCSELs is 
compromised.  However, the simulations were performed for the worst case scenario where 
both modes have equal intensity.  For higher mode suppression ratios the amount of variation 
between the amplitudes of the maximum and minimum power modulation signals is smaller 
leading to reduced variation in the sensitivity.  However, the doubling of the number of 
power fringes is still present and the accuracy of the system measurement will be periodic 
with target distance.  This problem could be countered by developing specific signal 
processing techniques to monitor the power fringes from the more dominant mode alone.  
In multimode VCSELs, the distance to the target can still be accurately determined 
even if the mode suppression ratio is not optimal.  Since the transverse modes have different 
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frequency modulation coefficients then the total differentiated waveform is the differentiated 
sum of two power waveforms with different frequencies.  For the superposition of two waves 
of slightly different frequency we obtain two peaks in the FFT spectrum separated by the 
difference in fundamental frequencies of the self mixing signals corresponding to two 
transverse modes.  The peaks in the FFT spectrum represent the fundamental frequency of the 
differentiated self-mixing waveform for each mode which can be used to find the distance to 
the target.  In our experiment, the multi-peak nature of the FFT was unresolvable.  Instead, 
the multiple peak nature of the FFT signal is manifested via the distorted line shape. 
There are other practical issues that should be considered for a VCSEL based self-
mixing distance sensor.  The VCSEL side-mode suppression ratio changes with current and a 
large number of transverse modes can exist which further complicates the shape of the self-
mixing signal in the time domain and the FFT spectrum.  If the difference in the frequency 
modulation coefficients is very low or if the frequency sweep is very small then there is 
almost no envelope waveform shape, which leads to the situation in the first distance 
simulation in Sec. 4 where the sensitivity and accuracy of the measurement vary periodically 
with target distance. 
 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have investigated the effect of multiple coexisting transverse modes on the 
accuracy and sensitivity of VCSEL-based self-mixing sensors.  Simulations and experiments 
were performed for both single mode and multimode VCSEL based self-mixing displacement 
and distance sensors.  For displacement measurements, the presence of multiple transverse 
modes results in the accuracy and sensitivity of the system becoming periodic with target 
distance.  Importantly, the small differences in the frequency modulation coefficients of 
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individual transverse modes allow the distance to the target to still be accurately determined 
with a high degree of sensitivity. 
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